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show based in Denmark: ‘Tales from the Crypt’ Description When an
American moves to a small village in Denmark, she soon meets a

spook. But when other cryptozoologists turn up, she learns that she's
already being watched by a man with strange eyes. Synopsis When
an American moves to a small village in Denmark, she soon meets a
spook. But when other cryptozoologists turn up, she learns that she's

already being watched by a man with strange eyes. Review The
makers of the recently aired The X Factor-style series Splash have
decided to give us yet another US-based reality series of the same

type. It comes from the makers of Danish drama series Løgnen. The
new show, Tales from the Crypt, will air on TV2 Denmark. It's a little

tricky to figure out if this is an American remake of Danish television's
Tales from the Crypt or of a completely new entity. Let's be honest,

neither apply to the original from the 1980s. The show is essentially a
haunt. Or should we say spook… It's a live show. If you've seen the

recent Australian version of American paranormal reality drama series
Paranormal Witness, it's similar. It's the main character, Anna, who is
the star of the show. She goes around to a number of places, mainly
in and around Copenhagen and Norddjurs in Denmark. It's a surreal

sort of quest to find paranormal activity. The fact that Anna is so
attractive, as well as going around looking for the spook, is important.
The main selling point is her attractiveness. The premise of the show

is that Anna (pictured above) can't get a job. As a result, she becomes
desperate and decides to move to Denmark. However, she leaves her
husband and child in the US. By chance, she ends up at a new flat and

hires a young man to do the heavy lifting. Within a week, she starts
finding things like a fake fireplace and a fake wall. And so it goes on,

as she seeks out the sp
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